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Abstract. The mathematical model of aeroelastic motion of the transmission line con-
ductor is considered. Parallel program for the conductor motion simulation is developed.
The unsteady aerodynamic loads on the conductor cross-sections were calculated using
viscous vortex domains method. Some test computations were performed. The results of
the computations were compared to known experimental and numerical data.

1 INTRODUCTION

An overhead transmission line conductor which is covered by an asymmetric icing
can be subjected to galloping — high-amplitude low-frequency oscillations caused by the
stable cross-wind. High dynamic loads during galloping can lead to significant damage of
the line and its hardware, therefore the problem of numerical and experimental modeling
of the conductor dynamics is of theoretical and practical importance [1].

The important part of the conductor dynamics simulation is the aerodynamic loads
computation. The flat cross-section method is usually adopted, i.e. the flow around each
conductor cross-section is assumed to be plane-parallel and the aerodynamic load in the
direction of the conductor axis is neglected. Moreover, the aerodynamic loads are usually
assumed to be quasi-steady. It hasn’t been investigated yet if this assumption is always
adequate. Though in many cases the agreement between numerical and experimental
results is good [2, 3], it is not clear how the real unsteadiness of the aerodynamic forces
influences the conductor motion. But as the conductor has a large spatial extent, the full
three-dimensional numerical simulation of its aeroelastic interaction with wind is hardly
possible.

In this research the simplified approach to the direct numerical simulation of the un-
steady aeroelastic conductor motion is proposed. The flat cross-section method is used
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and the unsteady aerodynamic loads in N separate conductor cross-sections are calculated
using meshfree lagrangian viscous vortex domains method [4]. Thus a three-dimensional
problem is replaced by a set of N partially independent two-dimensional problems of the
flow simulation around the conductor cross-sections. The computer program based on
the proposed algorithm is developed. In order to reduce the computational time parallel
implementation of the most time-consuming stages of the algorithm is performed using
MPI technology.

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

2.1 Governing equations for the conductor dynamics

Let us locate the Cartesian coordinate system so that the transmission line in the
equilibrium position without aerodynamic loads is located in the plane Ox1x3 (fig. 1).

Figure 1: The design diagram

The conductor is considered to be absolutely flexible and linearly elastic. The system
of its motion equations is based on the equations [5] which are supplemented by the terms
caused by the conductor cross-sections eccentricity and by the equation for the twist angle:(
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Here dimensionless parameters are: ξ ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] — natural coordinate on the un-
stretched conductor, τ — time; Q(ξ, τ) — tension; xi(ξ, τ), i = 1, 2, 3 — cartesian coordi-
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nates of the conductor axis; θ(ξ, τ) — twist angle of the conductor; Ci(ξ, τ), Cθ(ξ, τ) — the
functions describing the internal damping forces; qak(ξ, τ), k = 2, 3, Ma(ξ, τ) — the aero-
dynamic loads; EF = const — axial stiffness; GJ — torsional stiffness; θs(ξ) = θe(ξ)+θG,
θe(ξ) — rotation angle of the unloaded conductor cross-sections; β — parameter charac-
terizing the conductor inertia. The conductor cross-sections are assumed to be orthogonal
to its axis, the axis position in the cross-section is point C. The center of gravity G of
the iced conductor cross-section is specified with the distance h = CG and the angle θG
which is measured at the position corresponding to zero angle of incidence as shown on
fig. 2. The derivatives with respect to ξ and τ are denoted by prime and dot respectively.
The units of length, mass and force are the unstretched conductor length L̃, mass and

weight respectively; the unit of time is
√

L̃/g̃ where g̃ is dimensional gravity acceleration.

Figure 2: The center of gravity of the conductor cross-section

Initial condition is the equilibrium position in the gravity field xi0(ξ), i = 1, 2, 3, Q0(ξ),
θ0(ξ).

At the ends ξ = ±1/2 the conductor is fixed by the linear static springs which simulate
the insulator strings and the adjacent spans

xi(±1/2, τ)− xi0(±1/2) = S±
i

(
Qp± −Q0p

±
0

)∣∣∣
ξ=±1/2

· ei, i = 1, 2, 3,

θ(±1/2, τ) = 0.
(6)

Here p±, p±
0 are unit vectors tangential to the conductor axis at time moments τ and τ0

respectively (fig. 3); S±
i , i = 1, 2, 3, are the compliances of the linear static springs which

model the adjacent spans and the insulator strings.

Figure 3: Unit vectors tangential to the conductor axis
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2.2 Governing equations for the flow dynamics

The flow around all conductor cross-sections is assumed to be plane-parallel so that
all the characteristics of the flow don’t depend on the x1 coordinate. The viscous in-
compressible flow around the airfoil (conductor cross-section) is described by continuity
equation

∇ · V = 0

and Navier — Stokes equation

∂V

∂t
− V ×Ω = −∇

(
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2

)
+

1
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where dimensionless parameters are: V (x2, x3, t) — fluid velocity, Ω = ∇ × V = Ωe1

(e1 is axis Ox1 unit vector) — vorticity, p(x2, x3, t) — pressure, Re — Reynolds number.
Boundary condition on the airfoil contour is no-slip condition; on infinity all perturbations
decay and the flow has uniform velocity V ∞ and pressure p∞. The aerodynamic loads
acting on the airfoil can be determined via the pressure distribution p(x2, x3, t).

3 NUMERICAL METHODS

3.1 Solution of the governing equations

The conductor motion equations are solved using Galerkin method according to which
the conductor coordinates and tension are taken in the form
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The basis functions for the coordinates φ
(i)
k (ξ) are the eigenmodes of the conductor small

free oscillations (assuming additionally that h = 0) which are computed by the accel-
erated convergence method [6] and two extra functions needed to correctly satisfy the
nonlinear boundary conditions (6); the same procedure is used to choose the basis func-

tions φ
(Q)
k (ξ). To simplify the numerical simulation algorithm the systems of basis func-

tions are orthogonalized. The basis functions for the twist angle θ are trigonometric:
φ
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√
2 sin πk(ξ + 1/2). The orthogonality condition of the equations (1)–(5) resid-

ual to the basis functions allows to obtain the system of (n1 + n2 + n3 + nθ − 6) ordinary

differential and (nQ + 6) algebraic equations in the unknown functions a
(∗)
k (τ).
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where ωk are the eigenfrequencies of the conductor small free oscillations; ζj, ζθ are the
damping coefficients.

The flow around each cross-section of the conductor is simulated using meshfree la-
grangian viscous vortex domains method [4] with the modified numerical scheme [7].
This method has the following advantages:

• it allows to calculate the aerodynamic loads acting on the arbitrary airfoil with
adequate accuracy in acceptable time;

• the simulations of the flow around stationary and moving airfoils require almost the
same computational time;

• the modified numerical schemes using the tangential velocity components on airfoil
surface allow to considerably reduce the oscillatiopns of the aerodynamic loads;

• it allows to develop effective parallel implementation [8].

3.2 The algorithm of unsteady conductor motion simulation

The following parallel computer algorithm based on MPI technology usage is proposed
to simulate the unsteady aeroelastic conductor motion. The unsteady aerodynamic loads
are calculated at N equally-spaced conductor cross-sections; the flow around each cross-
section is simulated by a group of m processors. Each group has a local main processor
(LMP); the main processor of the first group is also the main processor (MP) of the whole
task. At each time step the following operations are executed.

1. Each group solves two-dimensional problem of the flow around one cross-section
during 1 time step (fig. 4).

2. LMP’s calculate the aerodynamic loads on the cross-sections and send calculated
values to MP.

3. MP interpolates aerodynamic loads acting on the cross-sections to obtain qa2(ξ, τ),
qa3(ξ, τ), M

a(ξ, τ) and solves the nonlinear system obtained via Galerkin method
during 1 time step.

4. MP broadcasts coefficients a
(i)
k , a

(θ)
k , a

(Q)
k and their time derivatives to all processes.

5. All processes calculate the positions and angles of the cross-sections on the next
time step.

On the base of the proposed algorithm the parallel computer program PROVOD is
developed. It allows also to perform quasi-steady computation, i.e. to use the stationary
aerodynamic drag Cxa, lift Cya and moment Cm coefficients of the cross-sections instead
of simulation of the flow around them. The program PROVOD can as well be used to
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Figure 4: Flat cross-section method llustration

calculate the stationary aerodynamic coefficients for different angles of incidence α. In
addition it can be used to simalate the unsteady wind-induced motion of single airfoil
with elastic constraints.

The development of periodic high-amplitude galloping motion sometimes takes con-
siderable time (hundreds of seconds). To reduce the time of computation it is proposed
to execute quasi-steady simulation until the periodic trajectory is reached and then to
change the way of the loads calculation and to execute the unsteady simulation using
viscous vortex domains method.

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

4.1 Quasi-steady simulation

The galloping motion observed for the central span of the three-span test line is de-
scribed in [9]. The central span was covered by an artificial U -shaped “icing” (fig. 5). This
case of galloping was reproduced numerically in [2, 10] assuming that the aerodynamic
loads were quasi-steady.

Figure 5: U -shaped cross-section [9] (a) and its stationary aerodynamic coefficients [10] (b)
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The analysis of the stationary aerodynamic coefficients shows that Den-Hartog aero-
dynamic instability condition [11]

Cxa(α) + C ′
ya(α) < 0

is satisfied for the angles of incidence α ∈ [17◦; 90◦], α ∈ [152◦; 204◦], α ∈ [261◦; 327◦].
Dimensional parameters of the line (as given in [2, 12]) are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Transmission line parameters

Parameter Notation Unit Value

Span length L̃ m 243.8

Axial stiffness ẼF 106 N 29.7

Torsional stiffness G̃J N·m2/rad 300

Horizontal component of tension Q̃0(0) 103 N 32.0

Bare conductor diameter d̃ 10−3m 28.1

Damping coefficients ζ1=ζ2=ζ3 10−2 0.44

Damping coefficient ζθ 10−2 1.42

Conductor mass per unit length ρ̃ kg/m 1.8

Inertia moment per unit length Ĩ 10−4 kg·m 1.69

Distance CG h̃ m 0.00159

Angle θG θG
◦ 0

The wind velocity is 9 m/s; adjacent spans have the same characteristics as the central
span without icing. Insulator strings have length 2 m and mass 38.9 kg.

Dimensionless parameters are the following: axial stiffness EF = 6909, torsional
stiffness GJ = 742.5, h = 6.5 · 10−6, β = 6.3 · 108, horizontal component of tension
Q0(0) = 7.44, sag-to-span ratio w = 0.0168.

The initial rotation angle was θe = 141◦, so under the action of the gravity force the
central cross-section equilibrium orientation angle becomes

θs(0) = θe + θ0(0) ≈ 180◦

which lies in the instability region predicted by the Den-Hartog condition.
The dimensionless strings’ compliances S±

1 , S
±
2 were chosen so that the first eigenfre-

quencies of the central span with elastically fixed ends were equal to the corresponding
eigenfrequencies of the full three-span line (0.29 Hz in the Ox1x3-plane and 0.24 Hz in
the Ox2 direction): S±

1 ≈ 0.00073, S±
2 ≈ 0.0095.
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Numerical simulation of galloping of the central span has shown that peak-to-peak
amplitude of vertical motion was about 2.3 m. Vertical and angular displacements of the
central point of the span from its equilibrium position are shown on fig. 6. The results
of this research are in good agreement with the results of numerical simulation [2] and in
satisfactory agreement with experiment [9].

Figure 6: Vertical ũ3 and angular ∆θ displacements of the central point of the span versus time: points
— experiment [9], dashed line — simulation [2], solid line — this research

One eigenmode of small free conductor oscillations in each direction was used in the
simulation. Test computations show that the increment of the number of basis functions
doesn’t lead to the perceptible change of galloping characteristics.

4.2 Stationary aerodynamic coefficients calculation

The flow around the iced conductor cross-section shown in [13, 14] was simulated (fig. 7,
a). The simulation parameters were the following: vortex element radius ε = 0.008,
collapse radius εcol = 0.002, incoming flow velocity V∞ = 1, time step ∆τ = 0.004,
Reynolds number Re = 1000. The airfoil was modeled by 245 panels.

The stationary aerodynamic coefficients Cxa, Cya, Cm of the considered airfoil were
obtained via time averaging of the corresponding unsteady coefficients over 7 000 time
steps. The simulation was performed for the angles of incidence α in the interval from
−40◦ to 50◦ with the step 4◦. The analysis of the dependencies Cxa(α), Cya(α), Cm(α) ap-
proximated by smooth curves shows that the Den-Hartog instability condition is satisfied
in the interval α ∈ [−7◦; 11◦].

This airfoil and its stationary aerodynamic coefficients will be used further during the
simulation of the conductor galloping.

4.3 Unsteady conductor motion simulation

The unsteady motion of the conductor with the cross-section considered in Section 4.2
is simulated using the algorithm proposed in Section 3.2.

The dimensionless axial rigidity was EF = 6906; dimensionless horizontal component
of tension Q0(0) = 7.44; the initial cross-section orientation angle was θe = −46◦ which
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Figure 7: Stationary aerodynamic coefficients Cxa(α), Cya(α), Cm(α) of the iced cross-section (a)
approximated by smooth functions (b)

under the action of the gravity force results in the central cross-section equilibrium ori-
entation angle close to 7◦. The end springs compliances are S±

1 = 0.00096, S±
2 = 0.0085.

The basis contains one eigenmode of small free oscillations in each direction.
At first stage the quasi-steady loads were used in the computation until time moment

t̃∗ = 180 s; on the next stage this computation was continued and the unsteady loads
on the conductor cross-sections were determined using viscous vortex domains method.
The number of conductor cross-sections considered was equal to N = 16; the flow around
each of them was simulated in the parallel mode by m = 8 processors. Hereby the
unsteady calculation required the usage of 128 computing cores of the cluster MVS-100K
(Joint Supercomputer Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences) and took about 140
hours. The acceleration of the parallel computation in comparison with the computation
in sequential mode was close to 65 times.

Vertical coordinate x̃3(0) and angular position θ(0) of the central point of the span are
shown on fig. 8. It can be observed that the galloping amplitude obtained in the unsteady
simulation is 12% less in comparison with the quasi-steady simulation and is finally
about 0.65 m. The amplitude of rotational oscillations doesn’t change significantly and is
approximately 9◦. It can be noticed that the conductor natural high-frequency rotational
oscillations are superimposed on the rotational motion coherent with the vertical one.

Figure 8: Vertical coordinate x̃3 and rotation angle θ of the central point on the conductor versus time
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5 CONCLUSION

The algorithm of simulation of the aeroelastic oscillations of transmission line con-
ductor with asymmetrical cross-section is proposed. On the base of this algorithm the
parallel computer program PROVOD is developed. To simulate the flow around conductor
cross-sections and to calculate the unsteady aerodynamic loads acting on them meshfree
viscous vortex domains method is used. The program allows also to determine station-
ary aerodynamic coefficients of the airfoil and to perform quasi-steady simulations. The
results of test computations agree well with known experimental and numerical results.
The developed algorithm and program can be used to investigate aeroelastic oscillations
of extensive constructions under essentially unsteady conditions.
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